Abstract. Let S be a set of k strings over an alphabet Σ; each string has a length between and n. The Closest Substring Problem (CSSP) is to find a minimal integer d (and a corresponding string t of length ) such that each string s ∈ S has a substring of length with Hamming distance at most d to t. We say t is the closest substring to S. For = n, this problem is known as the Closest String Problem (CSP).
Introduction
In this paper we consider the NP-hard Closest String Problem (CSP), sometimes also called Center String Problem, as well as its generalization, the Closest Substring Problem (CSSP). Both problems have diverse applications, e.g., in computational biology: Finding approximate gene clusters using the Center Gene Cluster model [3, 16] requires to solve numerous CSP instances over a binary alphabet. Degenerate primer design [28] leads to CSP instances over the DNA alphabet. The CSSP, in turn, has been extensively studied in the context of finding regulatory motifs in the upstream region of genes [8, 9] .
Let S be a set of k strings over an alphabet Σ; each string has length n. The Closest String Problem is to find a minimal integer d (and a corresponding string t of length n) such that the maximal Hamming distance to any string in S is at most d. I.e., for any string s ∈ S, t differs from s in at most d positions. We say t is the closest string to S.
Similarly, let S be a set of k strings over an alphabet Σ; each string has a length between and n. The Closest Substring Problem is to find a minimal integer d (and a corresponding string t of length ) such that each string s ∈ S has a substring of length with Hamming distance at most d to t. We say t is the closest substring to S. In biology, the CSSP with prespecified d is also known as implanted-or ( , d)-motif search.
In the last years, multiple heuristic and exact algorithms have been developed for both above problems, but integer linear programs (ILPs) were only rarely considered. Yet, we will argue that they are a very suitable tool for the CSP, solving all real-world CSP instances from computational biology easily to provable optimality. Even for artificial instances of much larger size it can still find and prove an optimum; alternatively, we show that already after the root relaxation of the problem we can find a near optimal solution with a typical absolute gap of at most 1. We supplement the study with a polyhedral analysis which gives the reasons of the ILP's success.
On the other hand, we also investigate the seemingly straightforward generalization CSSP. The known, natural ILP formulation does not lead to satisfactory results, which again can be argued by investigating its LP relaxation. Therefore we present a new, stronger formulation as well as a new strengthening constraint class. Our experiments reveal that the computational effort due to the size of the new formulation outweighs its benefits in practice; the new constraint class, however, is clearly beneficial. Yet, we have to conclude that current ILP techniques are not really up to the task for the CSSP, except for on small instances.
Organization and contribution. The paper is divided into two parts, one for the CSP and one for the CSSP. Each part starts with a summary of the state of the art, then presents the ILPs and corresponding investigations, and finishes with a practical evaluation. All test instances and results are published on the web: http://www.ae.uni-jena.de/Research_Pubs/CSP+_+CSSP. html. Overall, we summarize our paper's contribution for the CSP as:
-We give the first investigation of the natural CSP-polyhedron.
-We present an experimental study considering both artificial instances and real-world instances from computational biology, comparing the ILP approach to the state-of-the-art metaheuristics and exact FPT algorithms. It is the first study of such broad scope. -We demonstrate the applicability of the simple ILP approach.
-The LP relaxation can be obtained in far less than one second for all considered instances.
We show that in practice, using general-purpose ILP heuristics, this fractional solution can be turned into a feasible integral solution with an absolute gap of at most 2.
For the CSSP we summarize:
-We present a novel ILP formulation based on assignments and show that it is polytope-wise stronger than the previously known formulation. -We present a new constraint class that can be used in both formulations and show that it strengthens both of them. -We give the first systematic evaluation (beyond small feasibility studies) of ILPs for the CSSP;
we also consider biology-related instances for the problem of ( , d)-motif search.
In the following, let s| i denote the i-th character of string s. A substring of length starting at position j is denoted by s| j . Given two strings s, s such that |s| = |s | we denote their Hamming distance, i.e. the number of positions i with s| i = s | i , by d H (s, s ).
Previous Work and Studies for the CSP
The CSP is known to be NP-complete [13, 19] and there exists a number of approximation and heuristic algorithms. Lanctot et al. [19] developed an (4/3 + ) approximation based on randomized rounding. A PTAS was first proposed by Li et al. [20] . Their running time of O((nm) r n O(log(|Σ|)r 2 / 2 ) ) with performance ratio (1 + (1/(2r − 1)) + )d opt ) for constant r was improved by Andoni et at. [1] to O(n O(log(1/ ) −2 ) ) and Ma and Sun [22] 
In the field of metaheuristics, Liu et al. [21] applied a parallel genetic algorithm (GA) and parallel simulated annealing (SA). An ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm was presented by Faro and Pappalardo [11] which turned out to be superior to the non-parallel implementations of GA and SA. Due to the heuristic nature of these algorithms there is no quality guarantee.
Despite the hardness of the problem there are several results for exact solution strategies, many with respect to fixed parameter tractability (FPT) with parameter d. Gramm et al. [15] achieve a running time of O(kn + kd · d d ). This bound was successively improved by Ma and Sun [22] to O(nm + nd · (16|Σ| d )) and Wang and Zhu [27] to O(nm + nd2 3.25d (|Σ| − 1) d ). Chen et al. [6] further improved the running time by using a three-string approach to O(nm + nd 2 6.731 d ) for |Σ| = 2 and to O(nm + nd13.591 d ) for |Σ| = 4. Recently, Hufsky et at. [16] presented a search tree algorithm with worst case running time of O(k · 2 n ) which, however, performs much better in practice. Besides FPT algorithms, Meneses et al. [25] investigated different ILP models and proposed heuristics for upper and lower bounds in a branch-and-bound approach. A parallel version of that (upper bound) heuristic was developed by Gomes et al. [14] and solved considerably larger instances than reported in [25] . Kelsey and Kotthoff [17] investigated a constraint programming approach. This was the first attempt of its kind but the reported running times were not competitive yet.
Only few papers conducted extensive experiments (see below) and none of them tested both random and practical instances of real-world size.
The CSP Polyhedron
The natural ILP formulation introduces a binary variable x i,σ for every character σ ∈ Σ and every position 1 ≤ i ≤ n in the solution string t. It shall be 1 iff t| i = σ. Since there has to be some character at every position in t, we need character selection equalities σ∈Σ x i,σ = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We can optimize for the minimal Hamming distance d by additionally requiring
Thus we guarantee that d is at least as large as the number of mismatches between t and any s. We denote this natural formulation (originally proposed by [2, 19, 20] in the context of approximation algorithms) by (Csp). It has been compared to other formulations for the CSP by Meneses et al. [25] . According to their investigations, this formulation performs best in practice. In fact, we can use an equivalent reformulation (Csp') that reduces the amount of variables by a factor of roughly 1/|Σ|. Its LP relaxation can be written as
σ ∈Σ
Thereby we removed the character selection equalities by substitution: Letσ be an arbitrary but fixed character, then Σ := Σ \ {σ} and we replace any x i,σ by 1 − σ ∈Σ x i,σ . The inequalities (3) then model the transformed requirements x i,σ ≥ 0. Note that we do not require an upper bound for the x variables, nor for d. Clearly, this LP relaxation is equivalent to that of (Csp). We observe:
The dimension of the CSP polyhedron is (|Σ| − 1)n + 1.
Given some feasible solution in the x variables, we can always and easily find the minimal distance d, completing our solution. Hence our constraints (1) (and (2)) do not really influence the feasibility of the solution string but only of the corresponding solution value. The polytope describing feasible solution strings is in fact very simple: two polynomial constraint classes suffice to describe the convex hull of the binary solutions leading to feasible solution strings.
Theorem 2 The constraints (3) and (4) are a complete characterization of the feasible solution strings and are facets in the CSP polyhedron.
As indicated in the introduction, the ILP for the CSP turns out to be very efficient in practice. In fact, (Csp) performs even better than (Csp') as its constraints are sparser, thus we use this formulation for our experiments. The above polyhedral observations-i.e. that these constraints are a complete description of solution strings and that they remain facets after lifting into the CSP polyhedron-seem to be the reason for the observed performance.
Experiments for the CSP
All experiments were conducted on an Intel Xeon E5520, 2.27 GHz, 8 GB RAM running Debian 6 in 32bit mode. We used IBM CPLEX 12.1 (free academic version) as our LP solver and Branchand-Cut framework with default parameters, but restricted to a single core and a 30 minute time limit.
Biological Instances
McClure instances. The real-world McClure data set [24] contains 6 instances with k ∈ {6, 10, 12} and n ∈ [98, 141]. They were considered by the heuristic approach of Meneses et al. [25] and the parallel heuristic by Gomes et al. [14] . The maximum running time for the heuristics were reported to be 1 and 0.1 second, respectively, with gaps of 3-8%. Our ILP (although on newer hardware) solves all instances to optimality within 40 milliseconds. As this is already close to the resolution of a standard timer, we refrain from further statistical evaluation of these rather simple instances.
Hufsky instances. Hufsky et al. [16] compared their exact search tree approach to the FPT algorithms proposed in [22] and [15] and also considered improvements of the latter using their newly developed data reduction techniques. Their used hardware is slightly older than the one used herein (AMD Opteron, quad-core, 2.2GHz, 5GB RAM) and precise runtime comparisons should therefore be considered with care. Yet we feel that our speed-up by more than an order of magnitude makes a comparison feasible.
In the FPT scenario, you ask whether a given instance allows a solution with at most d errors and answer in time that is exponentially depending only on d . Optimization can then be done via linear search for increasing d . In the comparison, the authors establish that d = d opt − 1 constitutes the most time-consuming step. The most efficient algorithm in this study was able to reject only 45.6% (51.9%) of the instances within 1 second (10 minutes, respectively).
Our ILP approach solves all instances to optimality within 0.2 seconds, directly returning d opt and hence answering all FPT decision problems along the way.
Random Instances
The above experiments with established biological benchmarks show that the exact ILP is more than up to the task of solving these, and the question arises how large the considered instances may become before the (unavoidable) exponential runtime dependency is observed in practice. We therefore generate random instances analogous to the process used in multiple other publications on the CSP: We first create a random master string m of length n. The instance then consists of k copies of m, whereby each is randomly altered at α random positions (and hence d opt ≤ α). Alternatively, we also consider instances consisting of k random strings (denoted by α = n). We constructed 10 instances for each parameter combination of k ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, n ∈ {250, 500, 750, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000}, |Σ| ∈ {2, 4, 20}, and α ∈ {n, n/2, n/3, n/4, n/5}. Note that these settings include instances that are considerably larger than any considered in other publications we know of. We additionally also considered the biology-inspired 4-character alphabet where two characters cover 72% of a string. However, the obtained results are virtually identical to the uniform 4-character alphabet, so we omit the details.
Exact ILP. The running time of the ILP approach is strongly dependent on the α ratio. Figure 1 shows for |Σ| = 4 that computation time decreases rapidly with increasing α. The same tendency can be observed for the other alphabets, although absolute values differ, see below. Consequently, this also holds for the ratio of instances solved to provable optimality: While we only proved an optimal solution for 60% of the instances with completely random strings within the time limit of 30 minutes, almost all instances with α = n/4 were solved within 10 seconds. Observe that in most real-world scenarios we can expect the strings to be somewhat similar, which are exactly the cases where our ILP is particularly strong. In [15] , e.g., α values between n/2 and n/30 are discussed.
Orthogonally to α, the runtime performance is also highly dependent on the size of the alphabet. On the one hand, computing the initial LP relaxation takes longer for larger alphabets, as the number of variables increases. Yet, these dual bounds are considerably stronger for, say, |Σ| = 20 than for binary alphabets. Hence the latter require a considerably longer overall running time for Branch-and-Bound.
Root solution as a heuristic. We observe that solving the root node of our Branch-and-Bound tree (i.e., the LP relaxation plus some strengthening cuts) can be done very quickly: roughly 87% of all root relaxations for α = n and |Σ| = 4 are solved in less than 10 seconds (cf. Fig. 2 ). We can use off-the-shelf general-purpose heuristics-based on relaxation induced neighborhood search (RINS) [7] and the feasibility pump [12] , already part of CPLEX' default settings-to obtain feasible solutions for pruning. In particular, we are interested in these solutions after solving the root node. By stopping the optimization process at this point, we obtain a heuristic that can even measure its obtained quality by looking at the value of the optimal but fractional LP solution.
Furthermore, we can compare this heuristic solution to the optimal solution or lower bound after 30 minutes of Branch-and-Bound. The absolute value of this gap is shown in Fig. 2 . We observe that our heuristic is not only fast but almost always finds a solution that requires at most one more conflict than the optimal solution (see Tab. 1, column BB, for the absolute values of d). We can conclude that our ILP approach provides fast optimal solutions for α ≤ n/2 and at least a fast feasible solution with very small gap otherwise.
Comparison to other algorithms. Tests with random instances were conducted in [11, 14, 25] . Table 1 compares their published results with our approach. For the various papers, the same generation process but ultimately different instances were used. Although computing the average over multiple random instances, as done in all the mentioned publications, mitigates effects of outliers, the reader should be aware that the numbers are merely giving a tendency. 1 Similarly, the hardware setup is diverse, sometimes using slower machines (as for the ANT algorithm), sometimes using highly parallel machines with 28 dual-core CPUs (as for the parallel heuristic). Comparing the running time is therefore only possible within orders of magnitudes, and we should focus on comparing the quality of the obtained solutions.
We see that our root heuristic quite clearly outperforms the other heuristics both in terms of running time and of solution quality (in fact, being always at least very close to the true optimum). Also note that our heuristic solution is obtained by a state-of-the-art general-purpose heuristic, without specific CSP knowledge; we do not need any special purpose heuristics for bounding, in contrast to the exact approach proposed in [25] .
Previous Work and Studies for the CSSP
The CSSP is NP-hard [13] and W[1]-hard [10] . There exists a PTAS developed by Li et al. [20] that runs in O((n 2 m) O(log |Σ|/ 4 ) ). Ma and Sun [22] propose an FPT algorithm that runs in O(n + nd · 2 4d |Σ| d · m log 2 d +1 ) time. Two other FPT algorithms have been developed by Marx [23] with running times O(|Σ| d(log d+2) · n log d+O(1) ) and O((|Σ|d) O(kd) · n O(log log k) ), respectively. The former FPT setting is also known as the (extensively studied) ( , d)-motif search problem in computational biology. It uses the same input data as the CSSP plus a prespecified d and asks for a target string t of length , such that t has at most Hamming distance d to any given string. There are numerous algorithms proposed to tackle this problem in practice, based on suffix trees, search tree pruning strategies, and many other; see Das and Dai [8] and Davila et al. [9] for surveys. The currently fastest algorithm for the ( , d)-motif search problem is due to Boucher and King [4] . They are able to solve hard instances (i.e., E( , d) ≈ 1; see below) with |Σ| = 4, k = 20, n = 600, = 28, and d = 12 within 30 minutes. Meneses et al. [26] describe an ILP for the CSSP. An integer programing formulation for a sum-of-pairs scoring scheme (instead of the closest string w.r.t. the Hamming distance) has been developed by Zaslavsky and Singh [29] and later improved by Kingsford et al. [18] via special purpose separation routines.
ILP Formulations for the Closest Substring Problem
For notational simplicity, we will assume that all strings in S have length n. Note that this does not restrict our formulations. As the CSSP is a generalization of the CSP there is a straightforward "positional" extension of (Csp) [26] . Again, we have binary variables x j,σ set to 1 iff t| j = σ. For each string s ∈ S, we ask for a length-substring s| i starting at i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − + 1, such that d H (s| i , t) ≤ d. We choose s| i by setting a binary variable p s,i to 1.
We use character selection constraints (5) as in (Csp), and similarly introduce substring selection constraints (6) ensuring that exactly one substring per string is picked. Obviously, the distance bounding constraints (7) must only apply to these substrings; this is achieved by making them a tautology for p s,i = 0. Yet, this use of position variables is a main reason for its weakness:
Observation 3 The LP relaxation of (Cssp p ) allows a solution with d = 0 whenever n− ≥ |Σ|−1.
Proof. Given any problem instance with the above property, set all x variables to 1/|Σ|, all p variables to 1/(n − + 1), and d = 0. This solution satisfies (5) and (6) . Also (7) is satisfied, as
A stronger ILP formulation. We present an "alignment-based" formulation that is provably stronger than (Cssp p ). Instead of identifying substrings by their positions, we express every possible character alignment explicitly. Therefore we introduce binary variables x s,i σ,j that are 1 iff s| i is aligned to t| j = σ. We can then write:
Equalities (9) are similar to the character selection constraints, ensuring that each position of t is occupied by exactly one character and is aligned to exactly one character in s. The consecutive alignment of the characters of t to a string s is established by equalities (10) . Equalities (11) guarantee that the same t is aligned to all strings in S. Finally, the distance is bounded by (12) : For some string s these constraints count the number of mismatched characters with the target substring. This formulation is considerably larger than (Cssp p ), yet we can prove that it is stronger from the polyhedral point of view:
ILP strength is compared by considering the respective LP relaxations, i.e., instead of requiring binary variable assignments, we allow fractional solutions within 0-1 bounds. The solution to such an LP is a lower bound on the true binary minimum. We say, an LP relaxation A is weakly stronger than an LP relaxation B if its optimal objective value is at least as large as B's, on any possible instance. If A is weakly stronger than B but not vice versa, then A (and its corresponding ILP formulation) is said to be (strictly) stronger than B (and its corresponding ILP formulation). If both are not weakly stronger than the other, they are incomparable. The proofs for the theorems in this section can be found in the appendix. We have:
Theorem 4 (Cssp a ) is polytope-wise stronger than (Cssp p ).
Delta constraints. Both above formulations can be strengthened by the following concept: Consider a fixed substringŝ| î . We give a lower bound on d for the case that this substring is part of the final solution. Therefore we select a substring s | i from each string s =ŝ, such that
is minimal over all substrings of s . Thus Φ s denotes the distance a closest substring of s would have to the fixed substringŝ| î . Clearly, δŝ ,î := max s =ŝ∈S Φ s is a lower bound for the optimal distance d opt if pŝ ,î = 1. We could hence require δ s,i ·p s,i ≤ d for all s ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− +1 (for the (Cssp p ) formulation, in this case).
It is possible to further improve these constraints. Let ∆ s be the set of all pairwise different values δ s,i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − + 1. Since exactly one substring per string shall be selected and we are bounding d from below, we can consider multiple positions p s,i with δ s,i ≥ δ for δ ∈ ∆ s simultaneously. For all s ∈ S and δ ∈ ∆ s , we can require
for (Cssp p ) and (Cssp a ), respectively. There exists another possibility to enhance these delta constraints: Instead of calculating pairwise distances, we could compute closest (sub)strings for triples, quadruples, or even general r-tuples of the given strings, fixing some r < r substrings and considering all possible substrings in the other r − r strings. Although this gives better lower bound estimates, our experiments show that the additional computational effort and the larger constraint matrix lead to worse running times in practice.
Theorem 5 Augmenting (Cssp p ) and (Cssp a ) with (14) and (15), respectively, give stronger formulations. 
Experiments for the CSSP
Test environment and instances. We used the same test environment as described in Section 4. Again, we impose a time limit of 30 minutes per instance. We tested the four formulations described above: P and A denote the Branch-and-Cut algorithms solving (Cssp p )-dynamically separating the constraints (7)-and (Cssp a )-dynamically separating the constraints (10) and (11)-, respectively. 75  100  50  75  100  125  150  50  75  100  125  150  50  75  100  125  150  50  75  100  125  150  51  75  100  125  150  50  75  100  125  150  50  75  100  125  150  50  75  100  109 (14) and (15), respectively.
To compare our algorithm variants, we generate both purely random instances and instances according to the scheme proposed in [5] , which is particularly interesting for the application of the CSSP in ( , d)-motif search: First, we create a motif of length and k random strings of length n. Then, for each such string s we randomly alter the motif at d random positions and "implant" it into s. According to [5] , we can estimate the number of ( , d) patterns within a random string set: the expected number of motifs with length and d errors is
Note that this is only an approximation as overlaps are not covered. For instances with E( , d) 1 it is likely that the implanted motif is the only substring of length with d errors. On the other hand, if E( , d) ≈ 1, then the instance already contains such a motif by chance. The latter property is considered to resemble hard instances. We generated a set of parameter tuples (|Σ|, k, n, , d), listed in Table 2 , as follows: For each |Σ| ∈ {2, 4, 20} and each k ∈ {2, 4, 8} we tried to find n, , d such that E( , d) ∈ [0. 5, 4] and n close to 50, 75, 100, 125, or 150, while having biologically relevant lengths ∈ [5, 15] . For each of these hard instances, we also increased to such that E( , d) is close to 0.01, resembling reasonable parameters for E( , d)
1. Regarding random instances, we considered all (n, ) pairs. We created 5 instances for each parameter tuple.
Behavior. We observed that already small instances tend to be hard for all ILP variants. Figure 3 (left) shows the ratio of the different termination statuses. It turns out that the position-based formulations solve more instances to optimality than the alignment-based ones. Yet, both formulation classes clearly profit from the addition of the delta-constraints. This is particularly the case for A on smaller instances.
The time needed to solve the root node is similar between P and P δ , and between A and A δ , respectively. However, when comparing both formulation classes, P is at least one order of magnitude faster than than A. This is not really surprising, as (Cssp a ) requires a much larger constraint matrix than (Cssp p ). As the bounds of (Cssp a ) are stronger that those of (Cssp p ), the former should lead to smaller Branch-and-Bound trees. Yet, we can observe that in practice, this advantage is clearly outweighed by the longer LP relaxation times. As Fig 3 (left) shows, the position-based formulations usually suffer from insufficient memory (as the Branch-and-Bound trees exceeds the 2GB limit due to the 32bit CPU mode), while the alignment-based formulations run into the time limit.
It turns out that the purely random instances and the implanted instances with E( , d) ≈ 1 behave very similar. Due to space restrictions, we will therefore now concentrate on the implanted instances only.
The running times of P and P δ for E( , d) ≈ 1 and E( , d) ≈ 0.01, respectively, are depicted in Fig. 3 (right) ; we thereby consider all instances solved to optimality by both algorithms. Without delta-constraints, P behaves almost identically for both cases of E( , d). In general, P δ achieves the best running times over all formulations, in particular for small k. Thereby we observe that delta-constraints are particularly efficient for smaller E( , d) values: In such cases, the obtained lower bounds for non-optimal positions are stronger.
When comparing P and P δ to the alignment-based formulations it turns out that A is the slowest of all formulations while A δ outperforms P only for larger n. This analysis suggests that deltaconstraints have a stronger impact on the practical performance than the choice of the formulation, especially for small-k instances. One could speculate that the alignment-based formulations may become superior to the position-based on larger instances, as then, the stronger bound may lead to significantly smaller search trees. This speculation is strengthened by the observation that the runtime increases slower for the (Cssp a ) than for the (Cssp p ) algorithms (cf. Fig. 4 in the appendix) . However, we are not able to verify this assumption as even instances with k = 8, n = 150 are currently out of reach.
Conclusion
We investigated ILP formulations for the closest string problem and its generalization, the closest substring problem. For the CSP, extensive experiments were conducted on artificial as well as realworld instances emerging in biology. It turns out that the formulation behaves extraordinary well for practical instances. Furthermore, our experiments show that for the vast majority of instances, the bound obtained from solving the root node in the Branch-and-Bound process is optimal or spans an absolute gap of 1. We provided a polyhedral analysis of the formulation to support this effect. We stress that this is achieved by solving a simple formulation via a standard CPLEX installation without special purpose enhancements.
For the closest substring problem, we studied a formerly known formulation that is a direct extension of the one used for the CSP. We developed a stronger formulation and introduced a new strengthening constraint class. While the new constraint class in combination with the positionbased formulation provides a fast algorithm for small instances, our new formulation indeed provides stronger bounds with overall higher but less steeply increasing running times. Yet, it remains an open problem if ILP techniques can be successfully applied to more large-scale CSSP instances; our running times are (yet?) not competitive to established algorithms for the ( , d)-motif search problem.
Appendix A -Proofs of Theorems in Section 6
Proof. We first argue that the LP relaxation of (Cssp a ) can give strictly better bounds than (Cssp p )'s. Consider the instance (S = {aaa, bab}, Σ = {a, b}, = 2). Obviously, the optimal distance d opt = 1 is achieved, e.g., by t = ab. When solving the LP relaxation of (Cssp p ) for this instance, an optimal value d = 0 is achieved by setting all variables to 0.5 (cf. Obs. 
from the x variable space to (Cssp p )'s. It is straightforward to show that for projected feasible solutionsx, the (Cssp p ) equations (5) and (6) are satisfied. It remains to prove (7) . Consider (7) for a fixed stringŝ and a fixed starting positionî : 
Eachx appearing on the right hand side also occurs on the left hand side: The sums on the right iterate over all possible characters σ that are matched againstŝ| î . The second term on the left hand side sums over all possible matchings of the target substring withŝ. For each combination, all letters but the one occurring inŝ are summed up. At some point the substring starting atî will be considered. It remains to cover all variables that represent the letters occurring inŝ. It is easy to see that these are covered by the first term. Asx is non-negative, (17) holds and hence (7) is satisfied.
Theorem 5 Augmenting (Cssp p ) and (Cssp a ) with (14) and (15), respectively, give stronger formulations.
Proof. For both formulations (Cssp p ) and (Cssp a ) the example instance in the proof of Theorem 4 can be reused: We have δ s,i = 1 for all s and i, and hence generate the constraint d ≥ 1 (for both strings and both formulations). The root relaxation now gives the optimal objective value of d = 1 instead of d = 0 and d = 0.5 for (Cssp p ) and (Cssp a ), respectively.
